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The European Parliament‘s right 
of self-organisation

Self-determination / 
Organisational Power

Subject to the MS right and duty to 
determine the seat of the institutions per 

Art. 77 ECSC Treaty, Art. 216 EC Treaty (now 
Art. 341 TFEU - The seat of the institutions 

of the Union shall be determined by 
common accord of the governments

of the Member States) and Art. 189 EAEC 
Treaty as discharged through the Edinburgh 

Decision (now Protocol 6 to the TEU & 
TFEU). 
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Self-organisation / 
Selbstorganisationsrecht

Reflected in the EP’s Rules of Procedure
CoP, Bureau, and CCC decisions regarding 
the organisation of Parliament’s business,
Rules and Routine practice regarding the 
management and operation (e.g. INTA’s 
“General principles regarding informal 

negotiations in ordinary legislative 
procedures” - adopted by INTA 
Coordinators on 23 Feb 2010)
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Driver
Definition of MS as „Masters of the 

Treaties“ = No EU „Kompetenz-Kompetenz“
Exercise of MS competence to determine 
location of EP seat also involves implied 
power to indicate activities which must 

take place there (para 24 of ECJ Case 
C-345/95 )
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Driver
EP‘s practice to organise intra- and 

interinstitutional procedures in Brussels
Main argument: Efficiency of EU business
Secondary arguments: STR‘s Financial and

Environmental impact, Public image 
(difficult to identify with an institution that 
is ´split up´), Working conditions for MEPs 
and staff, Logistical problems (few direct 
flights to Strasbourg, not enough seats in 

chartered trains) 
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Constitutional Problems and Limits of 
the EP‘s Self-Determination

• Wording and Meaning of Art. 341 
TFUE: Constitutionalisation of an 
outdated „ad hoc“
intergovernmental conference 
without any EU input („common 
accord of governments“)

• Art. 341 TFUE is clearly opposed 
to the wording and meaning of 
Art. 10(1) TEU [„representative 
democracy“] and Art. 10(2), 2 
TEU [Member States are 
represented in the European 
Council and the Council]
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• EP‘s autonomy and right of self-
organisation is subject to Art. 
13(2) TEU [principle of mutual 
sincere cooperation]

• Council‘s permanent watchdog 
exercise (see e.g. its reaction to 
the EP/COM framework 
agreements) vis-à-vis the EP‘s 
„interpretation“ of the Treaties 
and their „translation“ into 
bilateral IIA‘s 

• Case C-345/95 France (supported 
by Luxembourg) v Parliament 
(1997), and Case C-237/11 and C-
238/11: France (supported by 
Luxembourg) v Parliament (2012)
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2000 (196 MEPs answered the question) 
68.9% “Agree Strongly” or “Agree”
9.7% “Neither Agree nor Disagree”
21.4% “Disagree” or “Disagree Strongly”

2006 (189 MEPs answered the question) 
72.0% “Agree Strongly” or “Agree”
11.6% “Neither Agree nor Disagree”
6.4% “Disagree” or “Disagree Strongly”

2010 (Survey presently unpublished) 
69.9% “Agree Strongly” or “Agree”
16.2% “Neither Agree nor Disagree”
13.9% “Disagree” or “Disagree Strongly”

MEP‘s opinion on
“The EP should be allowed to hold all its plenary sessions in Brussels".



Neither Capital nor Seat of Institutions 
defined in Constitution

Only Capital defined in Constitution, 
but not Seat of Institutions

Seat of Institutions defined in 
Constitution

Cyprus Bulgaria Austria
Denmark Czech Republic Belgium
Estonia Germany Ireland
France Hungary Luxembourg
Greece Italy Sweden
Latvia Lithuania
Malta Netherlands EU
Portugal Poland
United Kingdom Romania

Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain

Argentina China Brazil
Switzerland Croatia Canada

India Indonesia
Nigeria Mexico
Russia Norway
Turkey South Africa

United States
UNO
GATT/WTO
OSCE
NATO

ASEAN, see: Art. 12(1) ASEAN Charter: 
Each ASEAN Member shall appoint a 
PerRep to ASEAN with the rank of 
Ambassador based in Jakarta

Comparison: The notion of the institution’s seats in national 
constitutions / IO’s founding texts



•Austria: defines Vienna as the capital and “seat of the supreme organs of the federation” (Art. 5(1))
•Belgium: defines Brussels as the capital and “seat of the federal government” (Art. 194) 
•Bulgaria: Only defines a capital, not seat of institutions (Article 169). 
•Cyprus: Nothing on capital / seats of institutions.
•Czech Republic: Only defines a capital, not seat of institutions (Article 13)
•Denmark: Nothing on capital / seats of institutions
•Estonia: Nothing on capital / seats of institutions
•France: Nothing on capital / seats of institutions
•Germany: Only defines a capital, not seat of institutions. (Article 22)
•Greece: Nothing on capital / seats of institutions
•Hungary: Only defines a capital, not seat of institutions (Article F (1))
•Ireland: Defines official residence of the President as “in or near Dublin” (Article 11 (1)); mandates that the Houses of 
Parliament “shall sit in or near the City of Dublin or in such other place as they may from time to time determine.” (Article 
15 (3))
•Italy: Only defines a capital, not seat of institutions. (Article 114)
•Latvia: Nothing on capital / seats of institutions
•Lithuania: Only defines a capital, not seat of institutions. (Article 17)
•Luxembourg: defines the city of Luxembourg as both the capital and the seat of government, which may only temporarily be 
moved elsewhere for grave reasons. (Article 109)
•Malta: Nothing on capital / seats of institutions
•Netherlands: Amsterdam is referred to as “the capital city” en passant (Article 32), but the seat of institutions is not defined. 
The Dutch parliament, government, Supreme Court and Council of State all sit in The Hague. 
•Poland: Only defines a capital, not seat of institutions. (Article 29)
•Portugal: Nothing on capital / seats of institutions
•Romania: Only defines a capital, not seat of institutions. (Article 14)
•Slovakia: Only defines a capital, not seat of institutions. (Article 10)
•Slovenia: Only defines a capital, not seat of institutions. (Article 10)
•Spain: Only defines a capital, not seat of institutions. (Article 6)
•Sweden: “Sessions are held in Stockholm, unless otherwise determined by the Riksdag or the Speaker, with regard to the 
liberty or safety of parliament.” (Ch.4 Art. 1) 
•United Kingdom: No codified constitution, but place where Parliament is to be held (Westminster) is determined in the Writs 
of Summons / Writs of Election for each new Parliament
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•Argentina: “The authorities in charge of the Federal Government shall reside in the city to be declared 
Capital of the Republic by a special law of Congress” (Section 3)
•Brazil: Defines a capital, mandates that the National Congress meets in the capital and that the highest 
courts have their seat in the capital (Articles 18 (1), 57, 92 (1))
•Canada: “Until the Queen otherwise directs, the Seat of Government of Canada shall be Ottawa” (Article 
16)
•China: Only defines a capital, not seat of institutions (Article 138)
•Croatia: Only defines a capital, not seat of institutions (Article 13)
•India: Delhi is referred to as “National Capital Territory” but no provisions on seats of institutions (Art. 
239AA)
•Indonesia: Defines that joint sessions of the two houses of Parliament should convene in the capital, but 
does not define the capital. (Article 2(2))
•Mexico: Defines a Federal District as capital and “residence of the Union’s Powers” (Article 44)
•Nigeria: Defines a Federal Capital Territory but not seat of institutions. (Articles 2 (2) and 3(4))
•Norway: Defines that Parliament should “as a rule assemble on the first weekday in October every year in
the capital of the Realm, unless the King, by reason of extraordinary circumstances, such as hostile invasion 
or infectious disease, designates another town in the Realm for the purpose” but does not define this capital 
anywhere in the Constitution. (Article 68)
•Russia: Only defines a capital, not seat of institutions (Article 70)
•South Africa: “The seat of Parliament is Cape Town, but an Act of Parliament enacted in accordance with 
section 76 (1) and (5) may determine that the seat of Parliament is elsewhere.” (Section 42(6)) 
•Switzerland: Nothing on capital / seats of institutions
•Turkey: Only defines a capital, not seat of institutions (Article 3)
•United States: Specifies that there may be a capital district to “become the seat of government” but does 
not specify the name or location of that capital district (Article 1 (8)). 
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The way forward – Packaging for 
2015ff

Given: Restriction on Self-
determination

MS right and duty to determine the 
seat of the institutions (Art. 341 

TFEU) and Protocol 6 to the TEU & 
TFEU. 

Decide on Subject of Amendment
1.Art. 341 ?
2.Protocol 6 ?

Art. 48 (3), 2 
(simplified ordinary 

rev.) : Does the 
AM’s extent 

justify?

Art. 48 (3), 2 
(simplified ordinary 

rev.) : Does the 
AM’s extent 

justify?

Art. 48 (3), 1 
(ordinary rev.)
Art. 48 (3), 1 

(ordinary rev.)
Art. 48 (6) or (7) 

(simplified):

(6): No (restricted 
to Part III of the 

TFUE)
(7) No (restricted to 
amend procedure if 
Council decides by 
special legislative 

procedure) 

Art. 48 (6) or (7) 
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1. Convention
2. IGC1. IGC

Unlikely (extent / STR 
as France’s 
symbolic 
deployment of 
power; 
Castoriadis/ 

Define Scope of Amendment
1.Redefine the Seats?
2.Change “common accord of governments”
to fit Art. 48(7) TEU? = postpone the decision 
but facilitate ?
3.Create Right of Self-Determination?



IGC’s result is subject to ratification:
 Define offers for the option that Brussels becomes single 

seat of EP

•Option for LUX:
1. ECJ plus Europol plus Eurojust  European City of Justice (The Hague?)
2. ESM + EIB + ECB  European City of EMU (Frankfurt?) 
3. European University / European Institute of Technology / European Research 

Council 

•Options for STR: 
1. European Council in Strasbourg  transport problems not so great for Heads 

of Government, who often have access to govt aircraft etc.
2. NATO HQ (NB: unlikely with new building in BXL)
3. CoR  synergies with STR-based Community of Local Democracies
4. ECJ plus Europol plus Eurojust  European City of Justice (LUX?, The 

Hague?)
5. European Endowment of Democracy
6. Move Unified Patent Court (unlikely, as locations have just now been agreed 

in 2013: First Instance in Paris, London & Munich; Appeals and Registry in 
Luxembourg; Training in Brussels; Arbitration/Mediation Centres in Lisbon 
and Ljubljana)

7. “Strasbourg diplomatique”: EEAS training centre / diplomatic academy
8. European University / European Institute of Technology / European Research 

Council 
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Do not jump on conclusions: Parliamentary 
Efficiency and Institutionalisation 

1. The EP is a unique body that does not follow the NPs way of self-organisation 
with respect to scheduling all stages of its policy-cycle (Committees, 
PolGroups, Plenary) during single parliamentary weeks  (EP      UK or DE)

2. Workload of the EP is much higher than workload of NP’s.

3. Consequently, EP is used to and needs „cooling off“-periods between stages.

4. This helps to digest and rethink positions and compromises.

5. Due to the subsequent increase of the EP‘s legislative powers, Brussels 
meetings are „(over)loaded“ by informal policy processes (lobbying…)

6. By contrast, Strassbourg establishes a routine „conclave“ where MEPs and 
staff can work more intensively and quietly on CAMs etc.

7. Efficiency (trialogues etc.) is not a key criterion for parliamentary democracy 
in bicameral settings. 

8. Output-legitimacy does not necessarily equal „efficiency“ (rather 
„effectiveness“) 
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